Academy Names Art Direction Nominees

The Academy of Motion Picture Arts & Sciences has named five films as their nominees for Best Art Direction. Three of those films have also been selected by the Art Directors Guild as nominees for Excellence in Production Design.

The Academy’s nominees are:

The Artist:

Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows - Part 2:

Hugo:
Production Design, Dante Ferretti, Set Decoration: Francesca Lo Schiavo.

Midnight in Paris:
Production Design: Anne Seibel, Set Decoration: Hélène Dubreuil.

War Horse:
Production Design: Rick Carter, Set Decoration: Lee Sandales.

The ADG has nominated The Artist and Hugo for Excellence in Production Design (Period) and Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows - Part 2 in the Fantasy category.

The Oscar® winner will be announced at the Academy Awards on February 26 and the ADG winners will be revealed at the Guild’s Award Dinner at the Beverly Hilton Hotel on February 4.
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